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MeerKAT is arriving quickly… 



How do Baryons trace and 
affect the Dark Matter 
distribution? 

How does 
accretion onto 

black holes affect 
the evolution of 

galaxies? 

What is the environmental 
influence? 

How and when were the first 
galaxies formed? 

Galaxy Formation and Evolution 

How do we go from gas to 
stars in galaxies? 



Who is MIGHTEE? 



What was MIGHTEE? 
Three tiers originally proposed: 
 

•  Wide ~1000sq.deg to 5uJy rms    ✗ 
o  Mario Santos – IM proposal 

•  Deep ~35sq.deg to 1uJy rms      ✓ 
q  LSST Deep drilling Fields 

 

•  Ultra-deep ~1sq.deg to 0.1uJy rms    ✓ 
q  Confused 

 
High-frequency (X-band) observations also proposed 
but not discussed here 
 
 



AGN: Feedback 

Best et al. 2014 
See also Smolcic et al. 2009, 2015 



Hopkins & Beacom 2006 

Evolution of  the star-formation rate density 

UV/Optical – dust extinction 
 
Far-IR – poor resolution means 
confusion  
 
Radio – unaffected by dust, high-
resolution 
 
*AGN contamination in all at varying 
degrees 

SFR – radio correlation from 
H-ATLAS (Jarvis et al. in 
prep.) 
 



What is MIGHTEE? 
How do we observe galaxies at radio wavelengths? 
 

•  Spectral Line  
•  Atomic gas (HI) ✓ 
•  Cold molecular gas (e.g. CO, CII) 
•  Masers (OH) ✓ 

 
•  Polarisation 

•  Magnetic fields in galaxies   ✓ 
•  Rotation measure synthesis for probing line 

of sight    ✓ 
 

•  Continuum  
•  Synchrotron emission at <5GHz  ✓ 
•  Free-Free emission at >10GHz 

 



FoV (~1.4GHz) Rms/beam/hr N/deg/hr N/FoV/hr 

JVLA ~0.5 sq.deg ~18uJy ~900 ~450 

LOFAR ~10 sq.deg ~50uJy* ~300 ~3000 

BETA ~9 sq.deg ~1mJy ~30 ~270 

ASKAP ~30sq.deg ~50uJy ~300 ~9000 

MeerKAT-16 ~1.5sq.deg ~14uJy ~1200 ~1800 

MeerKAT-32 ~1.5sq.deg ~10uJy ~1800 ~2700 

MeerKAT-64 ~1.5sq.deg ~7uJy ~2800 ~4200 

SKA-Mid ~1 sq.deg ~4uJy ~5000 ~5000 

*Scaled to 1.4GHz using spectral index of -0.8 

•  Most efficient way to get as many sources as you can per unit time is to go 
wide and shallow – EMU’s territory (Ray’s talk tomorrow) 

•  So survey design depends on the science you want to do (obviously!) 
•  MeerKAT most efficient at going deep! 

Radio continuum survey machines and their strengths… 
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FoV (~1.4GHz) Rms/beam/hr N/deg/hr N/FoV/hr 

JVLA ~0.5 sq.deg ~18uJy ~900 ~450 
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SKA-Mid ~1 sq.deg ~4uJy ~5000 ~5000 

*Scaled to 1.4GHz using spectral index of -0.8 

•  Most efficient way to get as many sources as you can per unit time is to go 
wide and shallow – ASKAP-EMU’s territory (Ray’s talk tomorrow) 

•  So survey design depends on the science you want to do (obviously!) 
•  MeerKAT most efficient at going deep! 

Radio continuum survey machines and their strengths… 



Sensitivity of MeerKAT 



HI + continuum + polarisation in one survey! 

Maddox, Jarvis & Oosterloo, submitted 



HI—continuum synergies 

Maddox, Jarvis & Oosterloo, submitted 
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VIDEO Survey in 
XMMLSS 
Jarvis et al. 2013 
 
~1.2 Million galaxies 

HELP! - A lot of the multi-λ data is already in place! 



Work Packages 
 
•  MIGHTEE-Cont - Kim McAlpine (UWC) & Ian Heywood (CSIRO/

Rhodes) 
 
•  MIGHTEE-Pol - Russ Taylor (UCT/UWC) & Anna Scaife (Manchester) 
 
•  MIGHTEE-HI_em - Brad Frank (UCT) & Natasha Maddox (ASTRON)_ 
 
•  MIGHTEE-HI_abs - James Allison (CSIRO) & Neeraj Gupta (IUCAA) 

•  MIGHTEE-VLBI – Roger Deane (Rhodes) 
 



Work Packages being defined 
Want to ensure SA leadership in the technical 
development and in the science – also want strong links 
with ASKAP-EMU… 
 
•  MIGHTEE-XID - Matt Jarvis (Oxford/UWC) & Mattia Vaccari (UWC) 

•  MIGHTEE-noise - Jon Zwart (UCT/UWC) & Mario Santos (UWC/SASKA) 

•  AGN-SF separation 

•  Simulations 

•  Full Polarisation Source Extraction 

•  RM Synthesis 

•  3-D source finding for spectral lines (links with LADUMA) 
 



Key Science 
•  The cosmic star-formation history  
•  Large-scale structure  
•  RM synthesis to trace extragalactic magnetic fields 
•  HI emission and the evolution of HI 
 
 
•  The evolution of accretion activity over cosmic time   
•  Galaxy Clusters 
•  The Polarised Sky 
•  Transients (link to ThunderKAT) 

•  HI absorption and the evolution of HI 
•  HI absorption and the fueling of AGN 

•  The link between gas and stars in galaxies over cosmic time 

•  High-z OH studies 



MIGHTEE – what is happening…. 

•  Using the new S-band receiver for MIGHTEE (adding to L-band) 

•  Pros 
•  Beat confusion level with a factor of ~2 higher resolution (3.5arcsec) 
•  More bandwidth for spectral index 
•  More bandwidth -> big gains in polarisation science 

•  Cons 
•  To reach the same depth over the same area in S-band for a typical source will require 

10x more time 
 

Ø  Go very deep over fraction of the L-band area 
 

•  Re-introduce wide tier and how wide? 

•  Pros 
•  Piggy back on intensity mapping (Day 1 talks) 
•  Fits neatly between EMU and MIGHTEE-Tier 2 to give access to same comoving volume 

across all redshifts 

•  Cons 
•  None apart from asking for more time 

 

•  GMRT observations to complement MeerKAT observations 
 

•  500-900 MHz at same resolution as MeerKAT L-band 

 



MIGHTEE – redefined survey… 

Ø  20 sq.deg over VIDEO+UVISTA/LSST-deep drill fields 
– equivalent of 23hours per pixel (~1uJy with 7arcsec 

resolution) 

Ø  3-5 sq.deg with S-band to matched depth with L-band 
for a alpha=-0.7 source  

Ø  Full spectral line for HI absorption and emission 

Ø  Full polarisation for RM synthesis and magnetised sky 
 

 
 •  GMRT observations to complement MeerKAT observations 

 
•  500-900 MHz at same resolution as MeerKAT L-band 

 



MIGHTEE 

•  MeerKAT is one of the key facilties that bring us close to SKA-
like requirements 

•  It is happening in the very soon 
•  MIGHTEE will be one of the surveys that will be running in 

total intensity, full polarisation and spectral line at the same 
time (which is the plan for large surveys with SKA) 

•  Storage required for visibilties ~10 Peta Bytes 
•  Storage required for reduced image cubes ~700TB 
•  This is an ideal test-bed for SKA surveys plans 
 



MIGHTEE – what is happening…. 

•  Updated science case to be submitted in mid-May 
•  MeerKAT Science meeting to present cases – end of May 
•  MIGHTEE to start with 32 dish array in late 2016 
•  If you want to contribute then please let me know 

•  MeerKAT is one of the key facilties that bring us close to SKA-
like requirements 

•  It is happening in the very soon 
•  MIGHTEE will be one of the surveys that will be running in 

total intensity, full polarisation and spectral line at the same 
time (which is the plan for large surveys with SKA) 

•  Storage required for visibilties ~10 Peta Bytes 
•  Storage required for reduced image cubes ~700TB 
•  This is an ideal test-bed for SKA surveys plans 
 


